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**Abstract**—In distributed storage systems, Erasure Coding (EC) is a crucial technology to enable high data availability. By downloading parity data from survived machines, EC can reconstruct lost data with much lower storage overheads than data replication. However, this reduction in storage cost comes at the expense of extra performance problems: low reconstruction rate, high degraded read latency, and high host CPU utilization. Our analysis shows that these performance problems are deeply rooted in the host-based EC processing. To resolve these problems, we present NetEC, an in-network accelerating framework that fully offloads EC to the new generation programmable switching ASICs. We propose Explicit Buffer Size Notification (EBSN) to constrain decoding buffer usage, and design an on-switch one-to-many TCP proxy to integrate EBSN with TCP. We also design two parallel Galois Field (GF) offloading methods—table lookup and bitmatrix methods—to maximize parsable bytes. We implement NetEC on programmable switches and integrate it with HDFS. Extensive evaluations show that NetEC improves the reconstruction rate by 2.7x-6.8x, reduces the degraded read latency significantly, and removes the host CPU overhead completely. We also emulate multi-rack scenarios and show that NetEC is able to support ~GB/s reconstruction rate and tens of concurrent tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

**D**istributed storage systems are an important building block of modern data centers. As the businesses expand and services develop, the storage systems are scaling rapidly where unexpected failures happen frequently [1], [2], [3]. Traditionally, these systems maintain multiple replications across machines and racks to ensure data availability. Although disk storage seems inexpensive, replicating the entire data footprint is infeasible as the data centers scale to petabytes [4]. As a result, many large-scale distributed storage systems are transitioning to the use of erasure coding [1], [3], [5], which offers high availability with much lower storage overheads compared to data replication.

The most popular erasure coding scheme is the family of Reed-Solomon codes [6]. An RS code is associated with two parameters, \( k \) and \( r \). A RS(\( k, r \)) code encodes \( k \) units of data into \( r \) units of parities. The original \( k \) units can be reconstructed using any \( k \) out of \( (k+r) \) units of data. It thus allows for tolerating any \( r \) failures of \( k+r \) units. A common choice of RS code is RS(10,4), in which any 4 failures can be tolerated, with 1.4x storage overheads. In contrast, the storage overhead becomes 3x to achieve similar degree of availability in replication-based systems.

As revealed by many previous literature [3], [4], [7], erasure coding trades storage cost with extra performance overheads. Among these overheads, the most discussed problems are long reconstruction time, high degraded-read latency and heavy resource usage. These problems affect not only the system Mean Down Time (MDT), but also the performance of high-level services like database and key-value store. These problems have received great attention from academia and industry [3], [4], [7], [8]. However, according to a recent work [7], there is no more than 50 MB/s reconstruction rate (several hours to reconstruct a 1TB HDD), which can be disastrous even for latency-insensitive or off-line services.

Through extensive analysis and case studies (Section 2.2), we identify that host-based EC processing is the fundamental issue behind these three problems. In particular, as shown in

1. Read operations to missing data in EC are “degraded” due to higher latency and lower throughput compared with replication-based systems. This is because in EC these operations are served with on-the-fly reconstruction, while in replication they are served directly from one of the backups.
Mul-downloading data streams, so that the effective interfaces, get aggregated and forwarded to yet another hardwares like FPGA and making it stand as as mid-package go through the processing pipeline multiple times. Therefore, we need to constrain the decoding buffer size for each task to run multiple concurrent reconstruction tasks to tolerate multiple failures or rack-level failures. This is necessary when several machines simultaneously fail in large storage clusters. NetEC needs to temporarily buffer partial decoding results, and if downloading streams have non-synchronized transmission rates, the on-switch SRAM consumption would increase drastically. Therefore, we need to constrain the decoding buffer size for each task to run multiple concurrent reconstruction tasks with limited SRAM resources (~100MB). To this end, we design the Explicit Buffer Size Notification (EBSN) mechanism to synchronize the downloading rates and constrain buffer usage. The programmable switch explicitly informs senders of the remaining allocated buffer size piggybacked in ACK packets, so that the senders automatically keep in pace with each other and do not send more data than the buffer can hold. We take extra efforts to augment Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) with EBSN by designing a one-to-many TCP proxy to enable easier integration with existing systems.

NetEC is designed to be incrementally deployable. Adopting NetEC in HDFS only requires configuring a customized EC policy and replacing programmable switches in the cluster. NetEC does not require every switch to be programmable, and the programmable switches can also run other network applications because NetEC takes up only a portion of switch resources. Besides, NetEC is orthogonal to other EC solutions. They can evolve separately and cooperate to build a better system. NetEC can potentially support
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(a) Native EC: Three downloading streams multiplex the receiver NIC capacity (red). CPU aggregates them and can achieve only one-third disk write speed.
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(b) NetEC: Three downloading streams get aggregated on switch (grey). The disk write speed can be equal to NIC capacity (9x compared to traditional EC).

**Fig. 1. NetEC overview and comparisons with Native EC.** Colored lines represent downloading stream, and black lines represent reconstructed stream. The line width represents throughput.

Fig. 1a, end host network I/O (typically NIC capacity) is multiplexed by k downloading data streams, so that the effective reconstruction goodput is bounded by 1/k of the available network I/O, which leads to low reconstruction rate. Besides, the downloading streams induce severe incast [9] in the outbound switch interface connected to the receiver (server A in Fig. 1a), resulting in high degraded read latency. Moreover, every single byte from all downloading streams has to be inspected by CPUs to conduct encoding or decoding operations, leading to high CPU utilization on end hosts. Although numerous works [3], [4], [7], [8] have been devoted to these performance problems, as long as processing is conducted on end hosts, these problems cannot be resolved completely. One might think of using a dedicated server or other hardwares like FPGA and making it stand as as middlebox to perform erasure coding. However, they inevitably need NICs to connect to the networks, and still face low goodput when the bounded NIC bandwidth is shared by multiple data streams.

The recent in-network computation paradigm [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] provides an unprecedented opportunity to address these problems. The emergent programmable switching ASICs have ultra-high backbone capacity and line-rate processing capabilities. By exploiting the on-switch memory and stateful processing, researchers extend the usage of programmable switches to carrier or accelerator of various applications such as key-value caches [12], load balancing [16], coordination services [14] and network monitoring [17].

We argue that offloading EC to programmable switching ASICs can solve the above-mentioned three problems. First, on a programmable switch [18], data streams arrive at different interfaces, get aggregated and forwarded to yet another interface. As a result, there is no sharing of bandwidth. As illustrated in Fig. 1b, where computation (gray box) is moved from end hosts to the switch, the reconstructed data (black) is able to make full use of the entire bandwidth available on the host NIC, so that we can achieve higher disk write speed. The wider black line compared to Fig. 1a indicates the improvement of reconstruction rate. Second, incast is avoided because only one data stream of reconstructed data is sent via the outbound interface, resembling the case in data replication. Finally, in-network computation completely removes extra CPU usage for RS decoding. Storage nodes receive already reconstructed data, which can be directly written to disks.

Therefore, we present NetEC, an in-network acceleration framework that fully offloads EC to programmable switching ASICs. RS decoding is modelled with Galois Field (GF) vector dot-products, which can be further decomposed to GF multiplication and partial XOR sum updates. The programmable switch performs GF multiplication on parity data contained in arriving packets and updates the buffered partial XOR sums. When reconstruction completes, the last arrived packet is sent with the decoding result encapsulated in its payload. Storage nodes receive reconstructed data ready to be written to disks. Although the idea of NetEC seems simple conceptually, we address two key challenges:

**Performance.** Can NetEC achieve ~1GB/s reconstruction rate to support next-generation storage medium? Programmable switches can only parse and process limited number of bytes(<500) due to parser and stateful ALU capabilities [17]. Compare to traditional 1500B MTU (Maximum trasmission unit), small packet size puts large burdens on network and end hosts, and downgrades end-to-end throughput. To support larger packet size, NetEC uses two methods for GF multiplication offloading in parallel: table lookup method and bitmatrix method. They consume different parts of switch resources (SRAM and ALU respectively), so that more bytes can be processed given limited switch resources. NetEC further increases packet size with packet recirculation, i.e., let packets go through the processing pipeline multiple times.

**Scalability.** Can NetEC support tens of concurrent reconstruction tasks to tolerate multiple failures or rack-level failures? This is necessary when several machines simultaneously fail in large storage clusters. NetEC needs to temporarily buffer partial decoding results, and if downloading streams have non-synchronized transmission rates, the on-switch SRAM consumption would increase drastically. Therefore, we need to constrain the decoding buffer size for each task to run multiple concurrent reconstruction tasks with limited SRAM resources (~100MB). To this end, we design the Explicit Buffer Size Notification (EBSN) mechanism to synchronize the downloading rates and constrain buffer usage. The programmable switch explicitly informs senders of the remaining allocated buffer size piggybacked in ACK packets, so that the senders automatically keep in pace with each other and do not send more data than the buffer can hold. We take extra efforts to augment Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) with EBSN by designing a one-to-many TCP proxy to enable easier integration with existing systems.

NetEC is designed to be incrementally deployable. Adopting NetEC in HDFS only requires configuring a customized EC policy and replacing programmable switches in the cluster. NetEC does not require every switch to be programmable, and the programmable switches can also run other network applications because NetEC takes up only a portion of switch resources. Besides, NetEC is orthogonal to other EC solutions. They can evolve separately and cooperate to build a better system. NetEC can potentially support
other RS-based codes, like LRC codes [3], and can be integrated to other EC systems as a basic coding scheme.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We propose NetEC that offloads EC to switching ASICs to solve the three major EC problems (Section 3).
- We design Explicit Buffer Size Notification (EBSN) to constrain buffer usage for concurrent tasks (Section 4).
- We design two parallel GF offloading methods to support larger packet size and better throughput (Section 5).
- We implement NetEC on hardware programmable switches and integrate it with HDFS (Section 6).
- We conduct extensive evaluations and show that NetEC improves the reconstruction rate by 2.7x-6.8x, reduces the degraded read latency significantly, and removes the host CPU overhead completely. We emulate multi-rack scenarios showing ~GB/s reconstruction rate and tens of concurrent tasks (Section 7).

In addition, we show related works in Section 9, and conclude the paper in Section 10.

## 2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

### 2.1 Reed-Solomon Code

We introduce Reed-Solomon (RS) code in this part and show that encoding and decoding can both be modelled with vector dot-products on Galois Fields (GF). GF($2^w$) refers to the set containing all $w$-bit binary numbers. For simplicity, the readers may comprehend GF arithmetics as usual integer arithmetics. We refer to the smallest granularity of data as symbol, which we choose to be a 16-bit word.

**Encoding.** We describe the RS($k$, $r$) coding system using matrix-vector products [19]. As shown in Equation (1), the RS($k$, $r$) code encodes $k$ symbols into $r$ parity symbols with a $(k + r) \times k$ generating matrix $R$, composed of an identity matrix and a redundancy matrix. We use column vector $D$ to denote a set of original data symbols $d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_k$, and $C$ to denote data and parity symbols $d_1, \ldots, d_k, p_1, \ldots, p_r$. Multiplication of the generating matrix $R$ and $D$ yields $C$. More specifically, each parity symbol can be computed with $p_i = \sum_{j=1}^{k} a_{i,j}d_j$, where $a_{i,j}$ are elements of the redundancy matrix.

$$RD = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \cdots & 1 \\ a_{1,1} & \cdots & a_{1,k} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ a_{r,1} & \cdots & a_{r,k} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} d_1 \\ \vdots \\ d_k \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} d_1 \\ \vdots \\ d_k \\ p_1 \\ \vdots \\ p_r \end{bmatrix} = C. \quad (1)$$

**Decoding.** RS($k$, $r$) tolerates at most $r$ lost data words through reconstruction using (any) $k$ of the survived symbols. To reconstruct, we build a $k \times k$ reconstruction matrix $R'$ by deleting $r$ rows corresponding to lost data symbols from generating matrix $R$. Applying the same row deletions on $C$, we obtain $C'$, which contains $k$ survived symbols. $R'D = C'$, and with matrix inversion, we get $D = (R')^{-1}C'$. This means that we can retrieve the original $D$ by multiplying $(R')^{-1}$ with the survived symbols $C'$. More specifically, each data symbol can be computed with $d_i = \sum_{j=1}^{k} r_{i,j}c_j'$, where $r_{i,j}$ are elements of the inverted reconstruction matrix.

To conclude, the encoding and decoding process can both be modelled with GF vector dot-products. In later sections, we will discuss how it can be transformed to operations that are offloadable to switching ASICs.

### 2.2 Case Study in HDFS-EC

To verify arguments made in Section 1 about EC performance, we measure the reconstruction rate, degraded read latency, and host CPU utilization in HDFS-EC. HDFS [5] starts to natively support EC since version Hadoop-3. We use the built-in RS-3-2-1024k, RS-6-3-1024k and REPLICAATION2 HDFS-EC policies [20]. The cluster setup is shown in Section 7.

First of all, reconstruction rate in RS($k$, $r$) is no more than $1/k$ of replication, resulting in at least $k$ times the reconstruction time. As shown in Fig. 2a, during reconstruction, we increase the allowed NIC bandwidth using Linux tc. We observe that the reconstruction rate is always approximately one-third (or one-sixth) of that of replication before it is bounded by HDD write I/O.

Second, degraded reads are already slow because of low construction rate. Fig. 2b shows degraded read latency reflected by single block reconstruction time. Degraded read latency of RS($k$, $r$) is roughly $k$ times of replication. Besides, persistent downloading streams induce severe incast on the switch egress buffers, causing large queues, and thus extra queuing delay for read requests. The long-lived downloading streams greedily grasp all available bandwidth, resulting in unfairly low throughput of on-the-fly reconstruction. This unfairness between large and short flows has been extensively studied [9], [21], and is also observed in our case study. In Fig. 2b, if read requests are made to the under-reconstruction node, the degraded read latency is drastically increased. The reconstruction traffic of...
the requested block fails to compete with heavy incast background traffic, leading to unfairly low throughput and longer reconstruction time.

Last but not least, CPU utilization on end hosts is high since CPUs have to inspect every single byte from all k downloading streams, taking away valuable computational resources for other applications. Fig. 2c shows the host CPU utilization with respect to reconstruction rate in an SSD setting. With Intel ISA-L[22] support, the CPU processing throughput manages to keep up with I/O at the cost of high utilization. We observe that the CPU utilization is almost linear to both reconstruction rate and the number of parity nodes (k as in RS(k, r)).

2.3 Towards an In-Network Solution

The above mentioned problems are hard to eliminate as long as EC processing is conducted on end hosts. Scaling up by upgrading NICs or dedicating more CPU cores seems feasible, but can potentially lead to low utilization of these hardware because reconstruction does not happen frequently. Therefore, we seek to move erasure coding from end hosts to the network.

Programmable Switching ASICs. Programmable switching ASICs [18], [23] are designed to implement match-action forwarding applications at line rates that are orders of magnitude higher than CPU, NPU and FPGAs. Programmable ASICs have very specialized architecture that exploits pipelining and instruction-level parallelism[18] to support terabit-rate data plane functionalities. Current commodity products include Barefoot Tofino [24] and Cavium XPliant [25].

Switch ASICs differ from other programmable devices, typically FPGAs in the following two perspectives. On one hand, Switch ASICs has orders of magnitude higher packet processing capability than FPGAs and NPUs, and more importantly, performance is non-degradable, i.e., computation complexity and resource usage of the installed program does not affect the processing delay (<1μs), jitter and throughput (~Tb/s) of the switch pipeline [17], even under extreme throughput load. Packets go through a fixed number of stages on switch, with a constant traversal time. A programmable switch can install multiple programs which use separate resources (SRAM and ALUs) in an exclusive manner. These programs will not affect each other’s performance. On the other hand, the switch ASIC programming model is less expressive than other hardwares in trade of performance. It is initially designed to ease network protocol customization, so it can only support applications that can be mapped to match-action table pipelines.

3 NetEC Overview

3.1 Terms

We first define terms used in following sections. We refer to the node on which a data symbol m is reconstructed as the reconstructing node (termed A, ○ in Fig. 3a). m is reconstructed from the symbol-stripe x1, x2, . . . , xk (or y1, y2, . . . , yk) downloaded from survived nodes B1, B2, . . . , Bk (○). To simplify, we term all survived nodes as Bs. The switch running NetEC is termed S. The set of packets that contains the same set of symbol-stripes are termed the packet-stripe. A packet-stripe contains multiple symbol-stripes (○). For example, in Fig. 3a, P1, P2, P3 form a packet stripe, and contain symbol-stripes x1, y1, etc. A reconstruction task refers to the reconstruction process of one block of data.

3.2 RS Decoding on the Data Plane

We illustrate how RS decoding is performed on switch data plane in Fig. 3a. For every incoming packet from Bs (○), NetEC extracts symbols x1, y1, etc., and performs GF multiplication on them (○). We design two parallel GF multiplication method: the table lookup method and the bitmatrix method (Section 5). By “parallel”, we mean these two methods apply to different symbols in a packet simultaneously. For example, we can calculate ai·xi with the table lookup method and ai·yi with the bitmatrix method. In this way, the total number of symbols in a packet is the sum of the number of symbols supported by both methods. The results are written back in the extracted header fields (○).

The switch then picks a slot (detailed in Section 3.3) in the partial XOR sum buffers implemented with registers, and XORs the symbols with buffer contents. It also updates the progress tracker, whose ith bit is flipped if the packet comes from the ith survived node. As other packets of the packet-stripe arrive, the buffer content changes as shown in Fig. 3a (○), where “+4” means bit-wise XOR. The switch drops all packets except the last arrived packet in a packet-stripe (○). When the progress tracker becomes all ones, the switch knows the whole packet stripe is received. It overwrites the payload of the last arrived packet with the finished XOR sums (○), and forwarded it to A (○). We can see that decoding buffer is needed since the arrival of first packet until the departure of the last packet. A receives packets containing reconstructed data, which can be directly written to disk.
Buffer Slot Indexing. In every packet, $Bs$ explicitly include a slot index, indicating which slot to hold partial decoding result for the packet-stripe. Packets of a packet-stripe share the slot index, so that the extracted symbols are XOR-ed altogether in the same buffer. The allocated SRAM is used as a ring buffer. Suppose the total slot size is $M$ (total allocated SRAM size divided by packet size), then the $i$th packet sent by $Bs$ has the slot index $i \pmod M$. We adopt measures discussed later to guarantee that the buffer will never be full, so that there will not be collisions of slot usage.

### 3.3 NetEC Components

NetEC consists of the following three system components and NetEC Packet Format (Fig. 3b).

**NetEC Data Plane.** NetEC Data Plane is the switching ASIC program responsible for RS decoding. It performs GF multiplication on symbols and aggregates symbols from the same packet-stripe. The detailed workflow has been shown earlier (Section 3.2). It also implements Explicit Buffer Size Notification (EBSN, Section 4.1), preventing buffer overflow by explicitly informing NetEC Clients of the remaining buffer size. The one-to-many TCP proxy is deployed in our HDFS implementation.

**NetEC Manager.** NetEC Manager manages the life cycle of NetEC reconstruction process. In our HDFS implementation, NetEC Manager co-locates with the HDFS namenode with access to all RS decoding matrices (Section 2.1). When a block reconstruction is scheduled, NetEC Manager takes over and manages the reconstruction with its own logics. Whether data is reconstructed with NetEC or native EC is transparent to other modules of the file system. NetEC Manager also keeps track of ongoing tasks and the switch slot arrays they use.

**NetEC Client.** NetEC Client is responsible for data transmission. NetEC Clients use sliding windows for rate control. The window size is updated with the remaining buffer size advertised by the NetEC Data Plane. In our HDFS implementation, NetEC Clients co-locate with datanodes and use traditional TCP, enabled by the one-to-many TCP proxy (Section 4.3).

**NetEC Packet Format.** NetEC packets are formatted as shown in Fig. 3b. A NetEC packet includes a 4-bit task ID field, an 8-bit slot array index field, a 16-bit slot index field and a 16-bit remaining buffer size field. A reconstruction task uses one slot array, which is a continuous piece of switch SRAM. Slot index is used as shown in Section 3.2. The remaining buffer size field is used by EBSN mechanism.

### 3.4 NetEC Reconstruction Life Cycle

When a block reconstruction request is made, NetEC Manager selects an unoccupied slot array and a reconstruction task ID. NetEC Manager sends the task ID, the slot array index and the decoding matrices to involved NetEC Clients on $A$ and $Bs$, and the NetEC Data Plane on $S$.

$Bs$ transmit parity data with the NetEC Packet Format. The packets from $Bs$ are aggregated as previously shown in Section 3.2. When $A$ receives the reconstructed packet, it will reply with an acknowledgement (ACK) packet. $S$ piggybacks the remaining buffer size field and multicast ACK packets to $Bs$. On receipt of these ACK packet, $Bs$ adjust their sending rates accordingly. After the whole block is reconstructed, NetEC Clients inform the NetEC Manager to finish the task and release the allocated slot array.

### 4 CONSTRaining DECODING BUFFER USAGE

In this section, we propose Explicit Buffer Size Notification (EBSN) to constrain decoding buffer usage per task so that NetEC can support multiple concurrent reconstruction tasks. Then we introduce one-to-many TCP proxy designed for our HDFS integration, and how to combine EBSN to it.

#### 4.1 Explicit Buffer Size Notification (EBSN)

To avoid buffer overflow, our basic idea is to explicitly inform senders of the remaining buffer size on switch. We call this method *Explicit Buffer Size Notification (EBSN)*. We assume that the transmission protocol has an ACK (acknowledgement) mechanism, which is generally needed for reliability and rate control, and that the ACK packets pass our NetEC switch. We piggyback the remaining buffer size value in ACK packets. If the ACK packets already have similar fields, like TCP window size, we overwrite this field if the remaining buffer size is smaller than the field value. Senders maintain a sliding window to keep track of sent and acknowledged packets, and update the window size with the remaining buffer size on receipt of ACK packets.

To show the effectiveness of EBSN, we analogue it with the TCP rate control mechanism. TCP receivers maintain a receive buffer to hold received data not yet consumed by upper layer applications. It constantly informs its peer of the remaining receive buffer size in the window size field of TCP header, so that the peer will not send more data than the receiver can receive. Similarly, the NetEC explicitly inform senders of the remaining decoding buffer size, so that the senders will not send more data than the decoding buffer can hold. In some way, EBSN can be viewed as “offloading” the entire receive buffer to the switch data plane.

#### 4.2 Choice of Buffer Size

The choice of buffer size allocated for each task is important because it affects maximum reconstruction rate. The decoding buffer should be able to hold all in-flight packets, bounded by BDP (bandwidth-delay product) of the link. Suppose we use NetEC to reconstruct an SSD at its full speed 1GB/s. In data centers, RTT is typically around 250 µs [21]. In this case, the in-flight data size $I$ is estimated to be 250KB.

However, we cannot simply allocate buffer equal to the in-flight data size because the remaining buffer information cannot be advertised to senders timely. First, most NICs adopt
TCP segmentation offloading, which reduces the number of ACK packets. Multiple packets are aggregated to a larger packet by NICs before being passed to higher network stacks, and the network stack may respond only one ACK for the aggregated packet. This means the change of the remaining buffer size will likely be out-of-date because of the “diluted” ACK packets. Second, there also exist a delay before the sender is aware of the remaining buffer size piggybacked in ACK packets. Before senders are notified the remaining buffer size, the buffer may still be accumulating data. These two problems potentially lead to buffer overflow.

To resolve these problems, we allocate buffer size to be $2I$, twice as the estimated maximum in-flight packet size $I$, but only “expose” $I$ to senders. The other half of $I$ serves as a headroom for potential overflow packets due to reasons discussed above. Specifically, suppose the current buffer consumption is $C$ and the remaining buffer size we will advertise to senders is $R$. If $C < I$, we let $R = I - C$; otherwise, we consider that buffer overflow already happens and let $R = 0$, even if $C$ has not reached $2I$. Before this information ($R = 0$) reaches the senders, they might still be transmitting packets, but the size of these in-flight packets will be no more than the value of last notified $R$. Therefore, these data can be held safely in the other half of the allocated buffer, because $R$ is always no more than $I$. Allocating $2I = 500$KB with the above method, we still allow at most $I = 250$KB in-flight data for senders, so that the transmission rate can still saturate SSD writes (1GB/s) in our setting.

Doubling buffer size usage seems wasteful, but because of the limited throughput bounded by SSD write speed and small RTTs in data centers, we only use 500KB per task, which is manageable for on-chip memory (0.5% in a switch with 100MB total SRAMs).

### 4.3 One-to-Many TCP Proxy With EBSN

While it is easy to implement a simple NetEC version with EBSN (as shown in Section 6), we take extra efforts to augment TCP with EBSN by designing the one-to-many TCP proxy. The reasons are two-fold. First, TCP already has the window size header field that we can easily parse and modify on switch to support EBSN. Second, it will be easier to integrate NetEC to existing systems (like HDFS in our implementation) by augmenting TCP than designing a clean-slate protocol, because TCP is still a predominant transport layer protocol for distributed file systems.

#### 4.3.1 Overwriting the TCP Window Size

TCP headers include a field called window size which represents the number of bytes the receive buffer can hold. The sending side updates its sliding window size upon receiving every ACK to avoid overflowing the receive buffer of its peer. In NetEC, we simply overwrite the TCP window size $W$ with the remaining buffer size $B$ if $B < W$. In this way, the senders will not transmit more data than the receive buffer can hold.

#### 4.3.2 One-to-Many TCP Proxy

We build a one-to-many TCP proxy to manage downloading streams of parity data sent by survived nodes $Bs$ and reconstructed data produced by the switch $S$. From $Bs$’ point of view, they all connect to $S$, sending parity data. From $A$’s point of view, it connects only to $S$, receiving already reconstructed data.

**Handshake.** We first assign a VIP (virtual IP) address to the switch $S$, and let $A$ connects to this VIP. $S$ modifies the source IP of the SYN packet from $A$ to the VIP assigned to $S$, and multicasts the SYN packet to $Bs$ (with corresponding destination IPs). Therefore, from $Bs$’ point of view, they receive SYN packets from $S$ and will reply $S$ with SYN-ACK packets. After receiving all SYN-ACK packets from $Bs$, $S$ sends one SYN-ACK packet to $A$. From $A$’s point of view, it successfully connects to $S$, and will reply with an ACK packet. $S$ multicasts this ACK packet to $Bs$ after similar modifications it does to the SYN packet. Then, $S$ successfully connects to all $Bs$.

#### 4.3.3 Rate Control and Packet Loss Recovery

NetEC prevents senders from overwhelming the allocated decoding buffer and maintains synchronicity of sending rates. All $Bs$ will automatically have synchronized rates that are almost always equal to the rate of the slowest sender. If any sender becomes faster than others, the remaining buffer size will reduce. The reduced value will be quickly advertised to all senders through EBSN, and the faster sender will reduce its window size, thus its transmission rate. The completion time of EC reconstruction is dominated by the “straggler” of the senders, so reducing the rate of other senders to the straggler will not impact the completion time.

Next we discuss how NetEC deals with two types of packet loss. We mainly focus on lost packets from $Bs$ to $S$ because those from $S$ to $A$ follows similar analysis, and those from $A$ to $S$ and $S$ to $Bs$ (pure ACKs) have negligible effects as long as any following ACK packet is successfully transmitted. The first type of packet loss is RTO, or re-transmission timeout, where no packets are received on $S$ for a period of time from one of $Bs$, saying $B_1$. During this time period, no aggregation can be performed on switch, and therefore $A$ receives no packets, and sends no ACK packets to $Bs$. When $Bs$ receive no ACK packet for a period of time, they detect RTO and start re-transmission. The second type of packet loss is duplicate ACKs. Suppose one packet is lost on the path from $B_1$ to $S$, but following packets are successfully transmitted. Also, no packet loss happen from other $Bs$. Then from $A$’s point of view, it receives the following packets and detects the missing packet. $A$ then sends ACK packet requesting the missing packet anytime it receives a following packet, and these ACK packets will be multicasted to all $Bs$. After $Bs$ receives three duplicate ACKs requesting the same packet, it confirms that this packet is truly lost, and re-transmits this packet.

To properly handle re-transmitted packets and ensure correct decoding, we design the progress tracker (Fig. 3a, 5). In the above example for duplicate ACKs, only one packet in the packet stripe (from $B_i$) is lost, while packets from other $Bs$ reach $S$ and contribute to the partial sum. However, all $Bs$ detects duplicate ACKs and re-transmits the required packet. The switch has to identify the real lost packet (from $B_i$), and disregard already received packets (from other $Bs$). The NetEC progress tracker serves this purpose by maintaining tracker bits. In this example, the tracker
bits is 0 for $B_1$, and 1 for others before re-transmission. Then, upon receiving the re-transmitted packets from all $B_S$, the switch checks the tracker bits and only processes the packet from $B_1$. $S$ uses the data contained in this packet to finish partial sum calculation, and sends the reconstructed packet to $A$.

5 Offloading GF Multiplication

In this section, we aim to find the maximum number of bytes $B_{\text{max}}$ on which to perform GF multiplication, given limited switch resources. We introduce and analyze two methods running in parallel. We also let packet recirculate once to double packet size: $\text{pkt}\_\text{size} = 2B_{\text{max}}$.

5.1 Table Lookup Method

Table lookup method is widely used for accelerating GF operations [26], [27]. Suppose a data symbol $m$ is to be reconstructed as follows: $m = \sum_{i=1}^{w} m_i = \sum_{i=1}^{w} a_i x_i$, where $x_i$ are data symbols from survived nodes $B_S$ and $a_i$ are pre-computed coefficients. To multiply $x_i$ with $a_i$, we look up $\log x_i$ in a pre-installed logarithm table and add it with the pre-calculated $\log a_i$: $\log x_i + \log a_i = \log a_i x_i = \log m_i$. Note that the addition here is integer addition, which is supported by the current programmable switching ASICs. Then we get $m_i$ by looking up $\log m_i$ in an exponent table.

The logarithm table and exponent table store mappings between an element and its logarithm or exponent in Galois field. The total size of the logarithm table is $w \times 2^w$ bit, because there are $2^w$ entries and each entry value has $w$-bit width. In NetEC, we choose $w = 16$ to be the symbol size, so the logarithm table takes up 131072 bytes. The exponent table takes up twice (262144 bytes) as much as logarithm table because the integer sum of two 16-bit integers ranges from 0 to 131070. However, exponent tables can be optimized to 131072 bytes, because the exponent table has repeated contents [19].

5.2 Bitmatrix Method

Another widely-used method is bitmatrix method [27], [28], [29]. Galois field operations can be conducted with only binary XOR with the underlying bit vectors and matrices [29]. Each element $e$ in GF($2^w$) (We let $w = 16$) can be alternatively represented as a column vector $V(e)$ or a matrix $M(e)$. $V(e)$ is equal to the binary representation of $e$, and the $j$th row of $M(e)$ is equal to $V(e^{2^{j-1}})$. $M(a)$ can be computed from $a$ once in advance, and installed to the switch. This representation ensures the following important equation: $V(ax) = M(a)V(x)$, where $a$ and $x$ are elements in GF($2^w$). Therefore, to calculate the multiplication of $a$ and $x$ ($V(ax)$), we convert $a$ to its bitmatrix form $M(a)$ and multiply it to the bit representation of $x$ ($V(x)$). Specifically, to get the $j$th bit of $V(ax)$, we calculate the bit-wise dot-product of the $j$th row of $M(a)$ and $V(x)$ [29]. To do this, we first bitwise AND the $j$th row of $M(a)$ and $x$ (Algorithm 1, Line 3). Then we need to XOR all 16 bits of AND-ed result altogether. However, if we do this one bit by one bit, we need up to 16 operations, which consume too much switch ALU resource. We adopt a method shown in Line 4-8 (Algorithm 1) to calculate the XOR sum of all 16 bits of $res$ in $\log_2(16) = 4$ times instead of 16 times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>2 MB</td>
<td>Amount of SRAM per stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Number of actions per stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>VLIW operation width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>512 B</td>
<td>Maximum parsable bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>Symbol width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{\text{IL}}$</td>
<td>260 KB</td>
<td>Lookup table size per symbol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1. Calculate the $j$th Bit of GF Multiplication $ax$ With Bitmatrix Representations

1: procedure GETBIT($a, x, j$)
2: row = the $j$th row of bitmatrix $M(a)$
3: res $\equiv$ $x$ AND row
4: $res = res \oplus res\_XOR$ ($res > > 8$)
5: $res = res\_XOR$ ($res > > 4$)
6: $res = res\_XOR$ ($res > > 2$)
7: $res = res\_XOR$ ($res > > 1$)
8: return $res[0]$

5.3 Resource Usage Analysis

5.3.1 Switch Resources

In current switching architectures, a pipeline contains a fixed number of stages [18], [23]. Each stage has dedicated resources that can only be used within itself to achieve ultra-high line rate. In this part, we view the stage as the minimum allocation unit. We denote the number of allocated stages for NetEC as $N$. In Table 1, we summary the resource types and their typical values in our Barefoot Tofino hardware switch.

5.3.2 Resource Usage Analysis of GF Multiplication Methods

We analyze the resource usage of above two offloading methods, and find that the table lookup method mainly uses SRAMs, and the bitmatrix method only uses actions (ALU).

Table Lookup Method. In C1 (Table 1), we denote the number of bytes processed with this method $B_{\text{IL}}$. In current switching ASICs, tables can only be accessed in the same stage once per packet. NetEC requires table reads for every symbol in a packet, so we have to install multiple copies of lookup tables to the data plane. According to Section 5.1, both tables need roughly 130KB SRAM. For each 16-bit symbol, we need one logarithm table and one exponent table, therefore, a total of $S_{\text{IL}} = 2 \times 130 = 260$ KB SRAM. Then, $\frac{M}{S_{\text{IL}}}$

3. Some recent works discuss how to relieve the memory access constraint. Without this constraint, we may only need one copy of lookup tables. dRMT [30] builds a memory pool accessible through a crossbar, and GEM [31] proposes RDMA-based external memory.
refers to the number of lookup tables that can be installed per stage, equal to the maximum processed symbols per stage.

**Bitmatrix Method.** We denote the number of bytes processed with this method $B_{\text{bit}}$. Five steps (Algorithm 1, Line 3-7) are needed to calculate one bit, so a total of 80 actions are needed to calculate the 16-bit symbol. $\frac{A}{2}$ in C2 (Table 1) refers to the number of symbols processed per stage. The bitmatrix method leverages the VLIW support of programmable ASICs. Within each action, AND and XOR operations are simultaneously performed on $W$ fields.

**Hardware Metrics.** Using the resource values shown in Table 1, we get $B_{\text{bit}} \leq w \cdot N \cdot \frac{M}{S_0} = 15.38N$ bytes, and $B_{\text{bit}} \leq w \cdot N \cdot \frac{\overline{W}}{S_0} = 51.2N$ bytes. If we allocate one pipeline $(N = 12)$, we choose $B_{\text{bit}} = 160B$ and $B_{\text{bit}} = 140B$ (Both meet constraints in Table 1), and $B_{\text{max}} = B_{\text{bit}} + B_{\text{bit}} = 300B$. Using packet recirculation discussed later, we get pkt.size = 600B. As shown in Section 7.3, this choice of packet size already achieves 80% throughput compared to the standard 1460B Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU). Future hardware may contain more stages, so that we can allocate more stages to NetEC. Also, each stage contains more resources, so that we can achieve larger $B_{\text{max}}$ with the same $N$.

### 5.4 Packet Recirculation

In the previous part, we have analyzed the maximum number of bytes $B_{\text{max}}$ processed by NetEC in one pass of the switch pipeline. We further leverage packet recirculation to let packets traverse the switch pipeline again to double the number of processed bytes. We configure end host MTU to be $2m + H$, where $H$ stands for network header size, so that each packet has $2m$ size payloads.

For each incoming packet, we process the first $m$ bytes of packets and truncate these bytes by not emitting them. Then the packet is loop-backed to the ingress pipeline again to process the next $m$ bytes. After two passes, we can inspect the whole payload of the packet. Most incoming packets will be dropped except the last packet in a packet-stripe. The last packet, however, has to go through the pipeline again to retrieve and emit finished XOR sums from corresponding slots. The packet is assembled and leaves the switch.

Recirculating too many times could reduce switch overall throughput. Our choice of packet size parameter (i.e., pkt.size) and recirculating packets once can achieve a good balance between overall and end-to-end throughput: On the one hand, NetEC achieves near-optimal end-to-end throughput with well-chosen packet size (Section 5.3.2). On the other hand, recirculating once does not greatly impact switch throughput [11], [32]. Suppose the end-to-end throughput is 1GB/s, which is typical for SSD sequential write, the throughput consumption is 16Gb/s, taking up only a small portion of the switch overall throughput (0.48% for 3.3Tb/s capacity).

### 6 IMPLEMENTATION

We implement a prototype of NetEC on commodity hardware (codes available on [33]). Data plane components are implemented with P4 [23] (457 LoC) and compiled with Barefoot Capilano software suite. The controller of the data plane program is written with python (269 LoC). On server side, we implemented a set of HDFS-EC policies with Java (2587 LoC). We also use DPDK (Data Plane Development Kit) [34] to implement NetEC simple version in C (652 LOC).

**NetEC Data Plane.** Our data plane implementation consists of RS decoding module and the control module. The RS decoding module is a direct mapping of Fig. 3a. The control module is responsible for overwriting the TCP window size and the translation of TCP SEQ/ACK and IP ID, described in Section 4.3. It also recalculates checksums, converts MAC addresses and performs simple L2 forwarding.

**NetEC Manager.** In our HDFS implementation, we overwrite ErasureCodingPolicyManager on HDFS namenodes and implement our own the request handling logics described in Section 3.3. Also, we add our NetEC policies to SystemErasureCodingPolicies so that we can configure them with hdfs-site.xml configuration file.

**NetEC Client.** In our HDFS implementation, we modify the socket creation logic in BlockReaderRemote on datanodes. Instead of establishing connections with all $k$ survived nodes, the reconstructing node now connects to only the VIP address (Section 4.3) we assigned for this particular block reconstruction task. Also, we modify the data serialization and transmission logic. We simplify the original logic and use class NetECPacketHeader to restructure format before writing data to Java sockets.

**NetEC Simple Version.** NetEC simple version is used for evaluation of performance and scalability. It is not integrated with existing systems to eliminate framework overheads, and is implemented with DPDK to eliminate kernel network stack overheads. The data plane now only includes the RS decoding module. We implement a NetEC Client with sliding window and acknowledgement mechanism with DPDK.

### 7 EVALUATION

#### 7.1 Experimental Setup

**Topology.** We build a cluster using 9 servers, each with two 12-core Xeon E5-2650v3 CPUs, 64GB of memory, 1TB HDD and 400GB Intel P3500 SSD. The servers are directly connected to a 3.3 Tb/s Barefoot Tofino programmable switch [24] via 1GbE and 40GbE NICs.

**HDFS Testbed.** To show effectiveness of NetEC, we build a Hadoop cluster as shown in Fig. 4a, deployed with one-to-many TCP proxy with EBSN (Section 4.3). Servers are directly connected to switch, each running Hadoop with our customized EC policies. To demonstrate the benefits of NetEC, we compare the following mechanisms: Replication, Native EC and NetEC. Replication and Native EC are HDFS default implementations. We use the default 128 MB block size and 3-way replication. The reason to compare NetEC with replication and Native EC is to show that NetEC significantly outperforms Native EC (up to $k$ times in terms of
throughput) and even matches replication in various performance metrics.

**DPDK Testbed.** We use DPDK to emulate multi-rack NVMe (Non-Volatile Memory Express) scenarios. DPDK achieves ultra-high packet I/O with various technologies [34], and supports core affinity so that we can explicitly assign each core its own task. As shown in Fig. 4b, we assign one of the cores to run a virtual switch, which emulates the ToR switch, and assign other cores to perform read/write directly on DRAM, emulating an NVMe storage node. The emulated storage nodes run NetEC simple version (Section 6). The Tofino switch serves as an aggregate-level switch, which runs NetEC and forwards all cross-rack traffic. We aim to show that NetEC can scale to \( \frac{1}{C^2} \) GB/s reconstruction rate and tens of concurrent tasks.

### 7.2 Effectiveness

#### 7.2.1 Reconstruction Rate and Total Network Usage

NetEC significantly increases reconstruction rate and decreases network usage. In Fig. 5, each bar indicates the total network throughput or reconstruction rate (disk write speed). We manually kill one node to trigger replication or EC reconstruction. We use b/s (bits per second) as the unit for both reconstruction rate and network throughput.

**Baseline.** We first run NetEC in the replication scenario. All traffic transverses the entire NetEC processing pipeline. The left bars in Figs. 5a and 5b show that the processing of NetEC incurs negligible throughput overheads. Note that the reconstruction rate is slightly lower than network throughput because of network and NetEC header overheads.

**HDD (1GbE).** Fig. 5a shows results in an HDD and 1GbE setting. In RS(3,2) (middle bars), Native EC consumes 1.0 Gb/s network throughput but only achieves 0.31 Gb/s reconstruction rate, because the NIC capacity is multiplexed by three downloading streams. NetEC consumes 0.9 Gb/s network throughput and achieves 0.8 Gb/s reconstruction rate, which improves over Native EC by 2.7x. In RS(6,3), the improvement becomes even more (6.8x) because the NIC is divided by 6 downloading streams.

**SSD (40GbE).** Fig. 5b shows results in an SSD and 40GbE setting, where Java socket I/O becomes an extra bottleneck. A single Java socket can not exceed 4 Gb/s throughput, while multiple sockets can achieve larger aggregate throughput. Native EC downloads from 3 or 6 servers and achieves 4 Gb/s reconstruction throughput, bounded by the Java socket limit from the sending side. On the other hand, to show that NetEC is capable of reaching 8 Gb/s reconstruction rate (middle and right bars in Fig. 5b), saturating the write speed of our SSD (1 GB/s), we let NetEC uses two concurrent tasks (two Java Sockets), with a network usage of 9.3 Gb/s. Meanwhile, Native EC consumes 11.3 Gb/s and 18.6 Gb/s network throughput, significantly higher than NetEC. Although Native EC implementation uses one socket by default and we let NetEC use two sockets, we still demonstrate the advantages of NetEC because NetEC achieves better reconstruction speed with less network usage than Native EC.

#### 7.2.2 CPU Utilization

We enable Intel ISA-L [22] in HDFS to achieve higher reconstruction rate and do not constrain CPU core usage of HDFS, so it grasps as many cores as possible, leading to utilization higher than 100%. Fig. 5c shows CPU utilization during reconstruction on an HDD at its top writing speed (170 MB/s). CPU utilization can be as high as 350%. Note that replication also incurs moderate CPU overheads for transactional operations [35], but the additional computational overheads of EC are eliminated by NetEC.

#### 7.2.3 Degraded Read Latency

In Fig. 6, we measure the reconstruction time of a single block to reflect degraded read latency, as in [36]. In Figs. 6a and 6b, we show that NetEC achieves significantly shorter single block reconstruction time compared to Native EC, with or without incast. In Fig. 6c, we show that NetEC single block reconstruction time is always roughly the same with replication, no matter in RS(3,2) or RS(6,3).

**Incast.** We measure the RTT with ping between the reconstructing node and other nodes to reflect incast level in Fig. 7. We vary the stripe width and observe that the RTT...
increases with the stripe width in Native EC. For NetEC, however, the RTT remains the same.

7.2.4 TCP EBSN Effects
We measure the reconstruction rate in face of link capacity changes and packet losses to show that EBSN introduced in Section 4.3 is effective.

Rate Control. To measure rate control effects, we use Linux tc to adjust available output bandwidth of one of the survived nodes. The evaluation is conducted under HDD setting with 10GbE NICs. Fig. 8a shows that when one node undergoes rate-limiting, the other nodes respond almost instantly. The sending rates of all nodes remain equal after rate limiting that happens at around 19 second.

Packet Loss. For packet loss, we use replication as baseline and compare NetEC to it with the same end host TCP setting. We manually introduce random packet losses with Linux tc for three seconds twice with different loss percentage. As shown in Fig. 8b, we see that NetEC behaves similarly with replication in face of packet losses. The throughput is lowered because of the constant packet loss rate, but the flow is not disrupted.

7.3 Performance and Scalability
Recon. Rate versus Packet Size. We demonstrate that NetEC can achieve high reconstruction rate by supporting large packet size. As shown in Fig. 9, the packet size does not affect throughput in DPDK Testbed because of high packet I/O performance. In HDFS Testbed, we use ifconfig to adjust the MTU of the interface to control the packet size. The measured reconstruction rate increases with the packet size, because small packets bring large overheads to kernel stacks and Java socket I/O. Nevertheless, we note that even in HDFS Testbed, when we use packet size larger than 600B, the throughput already reaches 80% of the maximum throughput of Java socket. The dashed line is the end-to-end TCP throughput measured with a single iPerf TCP stream. It shows that transmission rate with kernel TCP stack is also affected by the packet size, but the throughput drop is less severe than Java Socket. This is probably because Java I/O libraries have another layer of bottleneck on top of kernel stacks.

Recon. Rate versus Allocated Buffer Size. We demonstrate that NetEC constrains buffer usage while achieving high reconstruction rate with NetEC simple version in DPDK testbed. Fig. 10 shows that before reaching maximum rate (40 Gb/s), the reconstruction rate and the allocated buffer size are roughly proportional, i.e., \( R \approx B / C \). The raw RTT measured with ping in our cluster is 100 ms. We let NetEC clients intentionally delay all ACK packets by 50 ms and 100 ms to emulate 150 ms and 200 ms RTTs.

Impact of Number of Concurrent Tasks. We demonstrate that NetEC supports multiple concurrent tasks. We emulate a rack-level failure recovery process by starting \( N \) concurrent reconstruction tasks to one machine from other machines. We rate-limit each flow to be 1 GB/s, emulating SSD sequential write. As shown in Fig. 11, if \( N \leq 5 \), the total reconstruction rate grows linearly with \( N \). If \( N > 5 \), the output NIC bandwidth (40 Gb/s) becomes the bottleneck. Therefore, the reconstruction rate per task is roughly \( \frac{40}{N} \) Gb/s. The total reconstruction rate remains 40 Gb/s as \( N \) increases. The dashed lines show the total reconstruction rate of \( RS(6,3) \) and \( RS(3,2) \), which is roughly \( \frac{1}{4} \) and \( \frac{1}{3} \) of NetEC.

7.4 Switch SRAM Consumption
NetEC SRAM usage consists of two parts as shown in Fig. 12. The GF multiplication part occupies only part of the available stages to support an acceptable \( B_{max} \), and the decoding buffer part requires less than 10MB to support tens of reconstruction tasks. NetEC can thus co-locate with other essential network functionalities on the same switch.

GF Multiplication Offloading. We show in Fig. 12a that the number of bytes on which to perform GF multiplication decreases, because we small packets bring large overheads to kernel stacks and Java socket I/O. Nevertheless, we note that even in HDFS Testbed, when we use packet size larger than 600B, the throughput already reaches 80% of the maximum throughput of Java socket. The dashed line is the end-to-end TCP throughput measured with a single iPerf TCP stream. It shows that transmission rate with kernel TCP stack is also affected by the packet size, but the throughput drop is less severe than Java Socket. This is probably because Java I/O libraries have another layer of bottleneck on top of kernel stacks.

Recon. Rate versus Allocated Buffer Size. We demonstrate that NetEC constrains buffer usage while achieving high reconstruction rate with NetEC simple version in DPDK testbed. Fig. 10 shows that before reaching maximum rate (40 Gb/s), the reconstruction rate and the allocated buffer size are roughly proportional, i.e., \( R \approx B / C \). The raw RTT measured with ping in our cluster is 100 ms. We let NetEC clients intentionally delay all ACK packets by 50 ms and 100 ms to emulate 150 ms and 200 ms RTTs.

Impact of Number of Concurrent Tasks. We demonstrate that NetEC supports multiple concurrent tasks. We emulate a rack-level failure recovery process by starting \( N \) concurrent reconstruction tasks to one machine from other machines. We rate-limit each flow to be 1 GB/s, emulating SSD sequential write. As shown in Fig. 11, if \( N \leq 5 \), the total reconstruction rate grows linearly with \( N \). If \( N > 5 \), the output NIC bandwidth (40 Gb/s) becomes the bottleneck. Therefore, the reconstruction rate per task is roughly \( \frac{40}{N} \) Gb/s. The total reconstruction rate remains 40 Gb/s as \( N \) increases. The dashed lines show the total reconstruction rate of \( RS(6,3) \) and \( RS(3,2) \), which is roughly \( \frac{1}{4} \) and \( \frac{1}{3} \) of NetEC.

7.4 Switch SRAM Consumption
NetEC SRAM usage consists of two parts as shown in Fig. 12. The GF multiplication part occupies only part of the available stages to support an acceptable \( B_{max} \), and the decoding buffer part requires less than 10MB to support tens of reconstruction tasks. NetEC can thus co-locate with other essential network functionalities on the same switch.

GF Multiplication Offloading. We show in Fig. 12a that the number of bytes on which to perform GF multiplication is
linear to the number of allocated stages, according to the constraints described in Section 5.3.2.

Decoding Buffers. In Fig. 12b, the total decoding buffer size is linear to the number of supported tasks. As shown in Section 4.1, we allocated 500KB for each SSD reconstruction task (1GB/s). Similarly, HDD (170MB/s) requires 86KB per task.

8 DISCUSSION

Comparison With Other Hardware Platforms. Other hardware platforms (e.g., FPGA, programmable NIC) can also be used for acceleration of intensive applications. NetEC prefers programmable switching ASICs for the following two reasons. First, programmable switching ASIC performs processing on switches rather than hosts. Most platforms perform processing on hosts and the three performance problems (long reconstruction time, high degraded read latency and heavy resource usage) remain. Some works augment switches with FPGA modules to avoid the performance problems, but goodput is limited by the inbound I/O of the FPGA chips. Second, other hardware might encounter performance degradation when throughput is large. For switch ASICs, all computation tasks are conducted at line-rate and throughput is not affected. The processing delay is bounded by the constant total pipeline traversal time around hundreds of nanoseconds [16].

Multi-Switch Schemes. In this paper, we only focus on single-switch design, where all downloading streams are aggregated on a single switch. However, NetEC can potentially be extended to leverage multiple switches. We design a tree-pattern in-network reconstruction scheme similar to PPR [37], where low-level switches aggregate a subset of streams and high-level switches combine the results generated by the low-level switches. In this way, NetEC can make full use of the processing power of rack-level programmable switches, and reduce the bandwidth usage between different levels of switches. Also, multiple switch schemes can handle scenarios where some nodes are located under a same rack. We are currently working in progress on the multiple switch schemes.

9 RELATED WORK

Accelerating Erasure Coding Reconstruction. Some approaches propose new coding mechanisms, e.g., PM-RBT [38] and PM-MSR [2], while others aim at building more responsive and flexible systems, such as HACFS [7] and RAFI [39]. OpenEC [40] and SelectiveEC [41] propose frameworks with better management and scheduling. Some works, such as D3 [42] and PDL [43] propose more efficient data placement to reduce network usage. Repair Pipelining [36] achieves reconstruction rates close to NetEC through pipeline the repair of failed data in small-size units across storage nodes. PPR [37] decompose EC calculations into sub-calculations that can be executed in parallel on multiple nodes. TriEC [44] and INEC [45] leverage smartNIC offloading to accelerate EC calculations. TriEC [44] proposes a new EC offload paradigm and INEC proposes a set of coherent in-network EC primitives on smartNICs.

In-Network Computation and Aggregation. Among numerous works that offloads application to programmable switches [12], [15], [16], [17], [46], some works have focused on in-network aggregation. XORInc [47] has similar motivation with this paper, performing XOR on software switches and has simulation-based experiments, while NetEC also considers GF multiplication and targets at real hardwares. SwitchML [15] and ATP [48] aim to accelerate deep learning applications with in-network aggregation.

10 CONCLUSION

We present NetEC, an in-network accelerating framework that fully offloads EC to programmable switching ASICs. We propose Explicit Buffer Size Notification (EBSN) to constrain decoding buffer usage, and design an on-switch one-to-many TCP proxy to integrate EBSN with TCP. We also design two parallel Galois Field (GF) offloading methods to maximize parsable bytes. Extensive evaluations show that NetEC is effective and is able to support ~GB/s reconstruction rate and tens of concurrent tasks.
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